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" This is a marvellous summary, divided into four books, describing in detail
the material, social, religious, artistic and intellectual life of the people. Every
one of these sections is full of interesting and new knowledge. A wonderful
book, thoroughly scholarly and attractive in presentation."—Birmingham Post,
" Reads like a romance . . . presents a very vivid picture of thii
marvellous civilization."—Times Literary Supplement.
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By L. H DUDLEY BUXTON, M.A., F.S.A., Lecturer in Physical
Anthropology in the University of Oxford
With 8 plates, 123. 6d. net.
" Although the physical characters of the principal racial strains are described
in some detail, the author keeps before his readers the bearing of these data upon
the broader problems of racial distribution, as well as the intensely interesting
question of the interaction of race, environment, and modification by contact
due to migration. The exposition of anthropological method given in an
introductory chapter is admirably lucid."—Manchester Guardian.
RACE  AND  HISTORY:    an  Ethnological Introduction   to
History
By E. PITTARD, Professor of Anthropology in the University of
Geneva.
Second Impression.    With 9 illustrations and maps, 2is. net.
A companion to Febvre's Geographical Introduction to History, which
estimated the value of " environment " as a factor in history, while the present
volume considers the " racial " factor. " No one is better qualified to compose
a thoroughly level-headed treatise on the subject of race. For the peoples
who occupy a conspicuous place in history, and especially the peoples of Europe,
no better guide could be found."—limes Literary Supplement.
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By P. BOISSONNADE, Professor in the University of Poitiers,
translated, with an Introduction by eileen power, D.Litt.
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" His work is so interesting that it is to be hoped he will follow Sir James
Frazer's admirable example and take each chapter in turn for the purpose of
converting its highly concentrated essence of history into a more ample dish for
scholars. His subject is attractive aad his pages are eminently readable by
laymen."—'limes Literary Supplement.
" There is no book in English which gives so clear and comprehensive a view
of the labour question all through the Middle Ages."—G.G.CouLTON,inO&r<OT/f.

